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   Introductory Notes:

I first became introduced to Martin Durkin and his documentary style in 2007, after I heard that 

his previous work on this subject, “The Great Global Warming Swindle,” (GGWS) from Chanel 4

in the UK, was available over the Internet in its serial parts.

I was delighted that SOMEONE had taken a stand against the predominant climate BS in the 

Universities, Media, Government, and we and I were not alone in skepticism.

I have watched GGWS maybe eight times since 2007.

Now we have a sequel, and I am very pleased to be able to view and comment on it.

My presentation contains numerous references from our own web site, some from the course 

notes from “Weather, Climate, and Climate Change—What the Data Tell Us,”  the course I taught

at OLLI-UTEP and NMSU-A in 2017 and 2019.

Though not comprehensive, this presentation takes Durkin’s topics and expands on them using

 material from our Web Site and personal graphics and notes. 

https://youtu.be/oYhCQv5tNsQ


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Durkin_(director) Wikipedia Hit Piece on Martin Durkin

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Durkin_(director)


    Sidebar on Big Tech’s “Tools of the Trade,”    The Trade, being Leftist Ideology 

     from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Durkin_(director)

      Wikipedia’s hit piece implies that before humans developed modern technology, harnessing the

      energy available in hydrocarbon fuels, climate never changed previously, a ludicrous idea.

     The notion that “Scientific Consensus” is a thing of value leading to truth is mere sophistry, more 

     akin to High School popularity than a methodology to improve knowledge, in this case, knowledge   

     of Earth Sciences.

     The Wikipedia piece engages in name-calling to achieve its aims: Climate “Deniers,” akin to

     “holocaust deniers”

       Attempting criticism, the Wikipedia Hit Piece on Martin Durkin blurts out the truth:

 “The film also interviews deniers who view environmental policies as holding back developing 

              nations from industrialising.” 

       My understanding is that Carl Wunch complained about being featured in Durkin’s “The Great             

.      Global Warming Swindle.” That resulted in Wunch being edited out of subsequent versions of GGWS.

        Indeed, that was the case, but in viewing GGWS today, Wunch’s piece is again present. 
   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Durkin_(director)


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change_denial

Look! Our own Wikipedia Topic!  ☺

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change_denial


“Many issues that are settled in the scientific community, such as human responsibility for global 

warming, remain the subject of politically or economically motivated attempts to downplay, dismiss 

or deny them—an ideological phenomenon academics and scientists call climate change denial.” 
(Italics added)

Comments on https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change_denial

The above paragraph provides, in my judgement, a splendid example of the ignorance and bias present in The 

Academy, in Wikipedia, other Big Tech organizations, Governments, and the Main-Stream Media.

I graduated as a Geology Major from Rutgers University in 1962. Though there were indications that “continental drift”

 might be a force in Nature,   it was “an area under study.”

At the time, the academic discipline “Plate Tectonics” or knowledge of continental and smaller “Plates” didn’t exist. 

So, the individual who wrote the words “issues that are settled in the scientific community,” and the Wikipedia Editor

 who approved this edit are ignorant of science, data analysis, and especially Henry’s Law from High School Chemistry. 

Science is never settled.  On our Home Page: “In science, the debate is never over.”  

Those who cling to the notion of Consensus Science as evidence of truth know nothing of Science. Although

I prefer not to engage in name-calling, it is fair to call alarmists what they are: Ignoramuses.  Maybe, The Ignorati.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change_denial


This graphic is from “The Great Global Warming Swindle;” it shows a climate protest, presumably

from London. The roots of the global warming alarm come directly from the anti-Capitalist Left.

When Big Communism failed with the fall of the Soviet Union, the anti-free market left joined the

Environmentalists. The Global Warming Alarmists are simply trying to subvert the West by destroying

access to inexpensive, reliable, and abundant energy. It IS a COMMUNIST PLOT.



Now, Preview and Analysis of …

   “Climate: The Movie”

Times are times from the video



  Major “Climate: The Movie” Sections, by Time Mark:

 2:31         Climate the Movie….The Cold Truth   

 6:44         The Science

 22:24       The Science Part 2:   CO2

 31:58      The Science, Part 3: Nature

 37:07      The Science Part 4: Extreme Weather

 51:22      The Politics of Climate  (notice that Science is absent here)

 1:03:29    Climate versus Freedom

 1:07:39    Climate versus The People



   Dr Steven Koonin is a professor at New York University. 

    about 4:00 Koonin says, 

     “I tell my students to check the data or the papers yourself…”

      “…They tell me I’m a Denier.  I ask them what I’m denying…”



Dr. Stephen Koonin’s book Unsettled, is a climate-skeptical work of refreshing thought and analysis.

Koonin, at ~9:00 mark disputes notions that today’s temperatures are “hottest ever,” “unprecedented;” cites Mesozoic 

temperatures, during the Age of 

Dinosaurs:

Mesozoic:

The orange-colored area, 250m-

65m years ago.

Koonin: 

“On a geologic perspective, 

this (today’s temperatures)

is not at all unprecedented.”

https://www.amazon.com/Unsettled-Updated-Expanded-Climate-Science/dp/1637745257/ref=asc_df_1637745257?tag=bngsmtphsnus-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=79852162377782&hvnetw=s&hvqmt=e&hvbmt=be&hvdev=c&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=&hvtargid=pla-4583451686298593&psc=1


Dr Roy Spencer:

21:00 “…most of the warming has been from the Urban Heat Island Effect.”

https://casf.me/have-climate-activists-lost-the-power-of-critical-thought/    Figure 2.

Alarmists decry a warming of 1.5C or

2.7F since thermometer records began

in the early 1800s. 

The Urban Heat Island warming in Las 

Cruces, NM, which we measured in 2013,

was 4F.

In Las Cruces, 2.2C of the problematic 

1.5C of warming is  caused by Las 

Cruces’ Urban Heat Island. 

What Climate Crisis?

Retirees are drawn to Las Cruces for its

warm and dry climate:

https://homeandmoney.com/blog/moving-

to-las-cruces-nm/

https://casf.me/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/PDF_Measuring-the-Las-Cruces-Urban-Heat-Island_1_Apr_2013.pdf

https://casf.me/have-climate-activists-lost-the-power-of-critical-thought/
https://homeandmoney.com/blog/moving-to-las-cruces-nm/
https://homeandmoney.com/blog/moving-to-las-cruces-nm/
https://casf.me/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/PDF_Measuring-the-Las-Cruces-Urban-Heat-Island_1_Apr_2013.pdf


(Durkin) 23:43  “Over the last 500 million years, the amount of CO2 in the air has been far, far higher than today.”

  “Even with modern industry’s emissions, today the amount of CO2 is close to as low as it has ever been.”

Geologist Matthew Wiliecki  24:10

 “If we look at <CO2> in the Phranerozoic, we would see concentrations of 7000 Parts/Million.”

  Durkin: “CO2 is plant food. The result of much higher CO2 was a much greener world.” 

“Wiliecki: Periods of elevated CO2 tend to be times of huge biodiversity on the Planet. “

Present <CO2> = 424 PPM



Dr Patrick Moore, Co-founder, Greenpeace,   25:15    “20,000 years ago, CO2 levels were the 

lowest they have ever been in the history of the Earth.  180 Parts Per Million. 

If it had gone down another 30 parts per million we’d all be dead.“

Present <CO2> = 424 PPM



https://nhm.org/site/sites/default/files/rancho_la_brea/pdf/ward,%20harris%20publication

%20PNAS.pdf       Date: 18 Jan 2005

The Rancho La Brea tar pit fossil collection includes Juniperus (C3) wood 

specimens that 14C date between 7.7 and 55 thousand years(kyr) B.P., providing 

a constrained record of plant response for southern California during the last 

glacial period…

… Atmospheric CO2 concentration ([CO2]) ranged between 180 and 220 ppm 

during glacial periods, rose to 280 ppm before the industrial period, and is 

currently approaching 380 ppm in the modern atmosphere…

… As a result, glacial trees… indicating that glacial trees were undergoing 

carbon starvation.

emphasis added

From my 2019 course

 “Weather, Climate,

and Climate Change -

What the Data Tell Us”

Week Two:

https://nhm.org/site/sites/default/files/rancho_la_brea/pdf/ward,%20harris%20publication%20PNAS.pdf
https://nhm.org/site/sites/default/files/rancho_la_brea/pdf/ward,%20harris%20publication%20PNAS.pdf


Durkin  26:45   “Scientists have indeed found (from the ice core records) a relationship between CO2 

and Temperatures. The trouble is, it’s the wrong way ‘round.”

Durkin also uses his British phrase, “it’s the wrong way ‘round,” in his previous climate video, The GreatGlobal Warming

 Swindle.    Here in CASF, wearing our science hats, we say. “Of course. Its directly from Henry’s Law from High School

 Chemistry.”  https://casf.me/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/PDF_-Climate-Short_Henry_s-Law-from-175-years-ago

_Temperature-Controls-CO2_15-Sep_2017.pdf

https://casf.me/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/PDF_-Climate-Short_Henry_s-Law-from-175-years-ago_Temperature-Controls-CO2_15-Sep_2017.pdf
https://casf.me/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/PDF_-Climate-Short_Henry_s-Law-from-175-years-ago_Temperature-Controls-CO2_15-Sep_2017.pdf


CO2 Emissions, data from the EPA and Oak Ridge 

National  Lab, top

NH Temperature from Hansen and NASA, bottom.

Red line shows date axis alignment at 1900 AD.

~1940, CO2 emissions were about 4.5 Gigatons.

By about 1970, that had more than tripled to 15 Gigatons

of CO2 emissions. 

Yet, ~1940-1975, temperatures plummeted according to

 Fig 3 of Hansen’s

 “Climate Impact of Increasing Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide”

 

https://casf.me/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/PDF_Climate-Impact-of-Increasing-Atmospheric-Carbon-Dioxide_Science__28_August_1981_Hansen81_CO2_Impact.pdf


Tony Heller, formerly from Los Alamos National Lab and Real Climate Science blogger

“In the 1970s the new ice age was the story.”





Newsweek, 28 April 1975 

Drop in food production…

wheat-producing areas of

 Canada and USSR…”

“A drop of half a degree in

average ground

Temperatures In

 Northern Hemisphere 

between 1945 and 1968.”



http://notrickszone.com/2010/12/17/der-spiegel-1974-new-ice-age-approaching-

odds-of-a-warm-future-at-best-1-in-10000/

http://notrickszone.com/2010/12/17/der-spiegel-1974-new-ice-age-approaching-odds-of-a-warm-future-at-best-1-in-10000/
http://notrickszone.com/2010/12/17/der-spiegel-1974-new-ice-age-approaching-odds-of-a-warm-future-at-best-1-in-10000/


http://stevengoddard.wordpress.com/2014/12/20/1974-new-york-times-

global-cooling-induced-climate-change-to-kill-us-all/

http://stevengoddard.wordpress.com/2014/12/20/1974-new-york-times-global-cooling-induced-climate-change-to-kill-us-all/
http://stevengoddard.wordpress.com/2014/12/20/1974-new-york-times-global-cooling-induced-climate-change-to-kill-us-all/




31 Jan 1977  TIME

The Inauguration was for 

Jimmy Carter, 20 Jan 1977

The Big Freeze describes the

depth of the cold waves that

encompassed the Eastern USA

during the winter of

1976-1977

The next two winters also

had severe cold impacts

in the USA.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kGB5MMIAVA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kGB5MMIAVA




29:45  Dr Roy Spencer:  “What we find from the satellited data is that the atmosphere is not warming nearly

 as fast as the climate models say it should be warming….” 



http://www.al.com/news/huntsville/index.ssf/2015/03/climate_expert_john_christy_on.htm



Beginning at 32:00 the role of the Sun in climate is developed. Svensmark’s analysis that cosmic rays “seed” the

atmosphere with hygroscopic particles which attract water vapor to form low clouds, which tend to cool Earth.

 Increases in the solar wind interrupt the cosmic rays, reducing low cloud cover, and increasing Earth Temperature. 

On shorter time scales, fluctuations of solar output directly cause changes in Earth Temperature. 

 At 35:00, Willie Soon demolishes the UN’s and IPCC argument that <CO2> controls Earth’s temperature.



Non-Adjusted Temperature Data Appear To Correlate With 20th Century Solar Forcing

Yndestad and Solheim (2017) have released a reconstruction of solar activity

 (Total Solar Irradiance, or TSI) for 1700-2013. 

This and the next graphic come

from “Weather, Climate and Climate

Change—What the Data Tell Us”

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Harald_Yndestad/publication/307894966_The_Influence_of_Solar_System_Oscillation_on_the_Variability_of_the_Total_Solar_Irradiance/links/57d2bd7508ae6399a38d9449.pdf




Koonin 37:05  “Let’s look at the data!”



Durkin 37:50 “US weather records are the best in the world….

Here are the official weather records on heat waves.”



Durkin:  39:19    “Earth’s temperature hasn’t been getting hotter, its been getting milder!”



40:07            



Durkin   40:16     “It (the data plot) shows wildfires were a lot higher in the 1930s”   



40:39     



https://notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com/2024/04/16/the-2023-hurricane-season-review/#more-72884

The notion that increasing <CO2> is causing upwards trends in hurricane activity is belied by the data.

https://notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com/2024/04/16/the-2023-hurricane-season-review/#more-72884


Tony Heller 51:35  “We’ve got the International Panel on Climate Change…If we said the climate is not

 changing (or the change isn’t dangerous) they’d have no reason to exist…This is a huge big money scam.”

The Bandwagon Effect…



51:22   



Durkin   55:31  “From the start the climate scare was political.  It came from the Environmental Movement, 

the sworn enemy of Free Market Capitalism.



Shaviv   59:12   Once we said that (published our results that solar activity changed the 

climate) they didn’t want to hear it, and we became persona non grata.  



https://evilincandescentbulb.wordpress.com

/2022/06/05/global-warming-alarmism-skeptics

-were-right-on/

https://evilincandescentbulb.wordpress.com/2022/06/05/global-warming-alarmism-skeptics-were-right-on/
https://evilincandescentbulb.wordpress.com/2022/06/05/global-warming-alarmism-skeptics-were-right-on/
https://evilincandescentbulb.wordpress.com/2022/06/05/global-warming-alarmism-skeptics-were-right-on/


Durkin  1:03:29  “It’s a whole new kind of society.”     



Durkin:   1:03:54     “Environmentalist Demands (to curb alleged Human-Caused-CO2-Fueled Global 

Warming) are well-received by….the entire state-funded ruling establishment.”



Durkin: “The consensus on climate has since become a weapon. It is a method of bullying, 

intimidation, and censorship, used against those who refuse to conform.” 

Geologist Wielicki: “It is  a tool that people use to bludgeon their opponents and attack their 

character.”  

Durkin: “…this represents an attack on free scientific inquiry.”  

Koonin: 1:02:30 “I see my job as a scientist as just to lay out the facts.”



It is stunning. Carbon-based life forms call the source for ALL of the carbohydrates we consume to sustain

ourselves, Carbon Dioxide, “Carbon Pollution!”    The Obama White House was either stunningly ignorant 

of science or acting to negatively impact National Security.  Maybe both!



1:07:39



1:08:30  (paraphrased) The problem with modern Capitalism, according to the climate protestors is that

Capitalism produces too much. The Protesters want to impose on the rest of us a more austere lifestyle, in which

 the choices are controlled by Government. 

(Durkin) It seems that what upsets the climate alarmists is the success of the system, which allows production of an 

abundance of goods for the masses at affordable prices. 



Durkin   1:14:55    “Communist China is reportedly building two coal-fueled power plants a week.

China now uses more than the rest of the world combined!



Durkin:  1:18:40 (paraphrased) There is anger against the parasitic, government-funded establishment

 hungry for ever-increasing government money and power…an assault on the freedom and prosperity of

 the rest of us.
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